We present performance results based_xt/i..tl_e.2qrst astronomical use of multiplexed superconducting bolometers. The Fabry-Pero_ _rfe_bmeter Bolometer Research Experiment
Hence, a spectrometer with a spectral resolution of slightly more than 1000 is optimal for the detection of faint galaxies in the far-infrared and submillimeter.
The Fabry-PerotBolometer InterferometerExperiment,F[BRE, is an instrument designed to demonstratea suite of advancedtechnologies suitable for sensitive detectionof far-infrared light. This includessuperconductingtransition edgesensor (TES) bolometers, SQUID multiplexed amplfiers, and a cryogenic Fabry-Perot interferometer.Thesecomponentsarebeingdevelopedfor the SOFIA imagingFabry-Perot spectrometer SAFIREandfor a complement of ground-based instruments. 
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